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Friends and colleagues,
Welcome to our first newsletter for 2021.
2020 was a difficult year across the Pacific. The security outlook remains uncertain with the unfolding COVID, cyclone
and climate change situation, as well as the escalating economic impacts regionally and globally. New hurdles for 2021
include the complexity of the vaccine roll-out, upcoming elections and political challenges, and growing pressures
associated with NCDs, transnational crime and resource depletion.
Of course, there are also opportunities on the horizon this year with COP26 scheduled and growing commitment to
action from key players such as the UK host, and the new US government. So far commitments fall short of actions
needed to deliver on the Paris Agreement, but public awareness of the gravity of the science and situation is growing.
Pacific climate diplomacy has played an important role in building this momentum.
The new leadership of the Pacific Island Forum, to be determined shortly, is an opportunity to build on the significant
legacy of Dame Meg Taylor and to elevate further security issues affecting Pacific lives and livelihoods. More investment
is still needed in critical infrastructure to boost economic, human and cyber security — partnerships and investment
consortiums will be critical to meeting demand and building capacity. Greater labour mobility could provide families and
communities with much needed economic security, if travel-work bubbles can be expanded to ensure safety and
arrangements beneficial to all.
In 2021, the College looks forward to continuing to innovate and build capacity through remote delivery of our
educational offerings, especially on Strategic Analysis, Cyber Safety for Women, and National Security Strategy
development and implementation. We will expand our activities to bring together Pacific security perspectives and
expertise through multiple initiatives, including security roundtables, podcasts, blogs, social media, documentaries, and
on-demand briefings.
Our year began with an inspirational course delivered in partnership with UN Women on Cyber Safety for Women held
in Suva, 6 and 7 January. In 2021 we will roll this course out more widely. We are also planning the next delivery of our
popular Strategic Analytical Techniques course for Pacific policy makers in February, and the launch of our COVID
documentary (with inputs from Pacific diarists) as well as our special edition of the Development Bulletin on Pacific
security. There is much more planned, so keep in touch!
Finally, and with much pleasure, I am pleased to welcome our Pacific Fellow, Dr Henry Ivarature and Communications
Manager Ben Bohane to Canberra. Henry and Ben have been working with us since early 2020 but border restrictions
have kept them at their homes in Port Moresby and Port Vila, respectively. They join our newly-appointed Program
Coordinator, Kalei Billings-Dugu from Fiji, who brings extensive experience working in regional organisations. We are
excited to have their distinctively Pacific perspectives.
We look forward to working with you throughout the year to come.

Meg,

Professor Meg Keen, Director.

Strategic Analysis Course
PSC was pleased to deliver our first online training course in late 2020. It was a virtual pilot which aimed to enhance
participants' baseline analytical and reporting skills, particularly in written form. The course's delivery approach
recognises participants’ expertise, their social norms and context. The tools and techniques taught seek to enhance
participants’ skills to define their own strategies and solutions tailored to their context.
The course was attended by a diverse range of participants from public service agencies and regional organisations
including the PNG Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet, the Nauru Customs Department, the Cook Islands
Foreign Affairs Department, Australia's Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, as well as Forum Fisheries
Agency. The pilot successfully tested the College’s remote delivery model. The use of Google Docs and as a
collaborative tool for participants to interact and engage was well appreciated.
The end of course evaluation was very positive with participants noting that they found the strategic writing and
preparation of briefs to be the most engaging and relevant aspects of the course. 75% of the participants stated that
they expect the application of their new found knowledge will definitely have a positive impact in their work with 25%
saying it is likely it will make an impact. In addition, the positive learning experience, the relationships and networks
forged during the course were some of the most valuable aspects of the training.
We look forward to continuing to deliver our Strategic Analysis course.

Fiji-based Climate Induced Security Workshop
PSC was pleased to work with the Fiji National Defence Security Council Secretariat to hold a three day Climate
Induced Security workshop in November.
The workshop was opened with statements from the Prime Minister of Fiji, the Honourable Mr Voreqe Bainimarama, the
Australian High Commissioner to Fiji, His Excellency John Feakes and PSC Director Professor Meg Keen. ANU
Professors Mark Howden and Quentin Grafton gave the participants graphic insights into the trajectory of climate
change and the consequences of greenhouse gas emissions, rising temperatures and sea levels, and extreme weather
conditions.
The workshop brought together over 40 delegates from various government sectors, regional organisations, nongovernment organisations and the private sector. The delegates deliberated on the range of response mechanisms
required for Fiji to adapt to the climate challenges it faces both now and into the future.

Cyber Safety Workshop
More and more of our lives are moving online. The importance of this digital transformation has only been accelerated in
the Pacific by the restrictions on face-to-face interactions caused by the COVID-19 pandemic.
With more people going online, cyber safety is more important than ever. And that poses challenges for many of the
women market vendors and small enterprise operators in Fiji. Some own their own mobile phones—others share with
their children or husbands. Some have their own email accounts; others don’t. And some are wary, having experienced
online harassment from partners or competitors. The benefits of the digital age are out there, but most women vendors
have not yet been able to break through.
That's why we were pleased to deliver our three day Cyber Safety Workshop in collaboration with UN Women Multicountry office in Suva. The course targeted women market vendors in Fiji. And we quickly found out just how much in
demand and relevant our course was for this sector.The training was put on hold due to Tropical Cyclone Yasa but
resumed on 6 and 7 January at the request of the participants, reflecting their enthusiasm to access this type of training.
Our hopes for this pilot program were exceeded. At the first session several participants reported that they had been
able to use the information gained on the first day to help them get through the disruption to business caused by the
cyclone. “I had a full bag of mangoes, and I couldn’t get to market—there was no market. I thought ‘Oh no.’ But then I
remembered about how to create a Facebook page for my business. I made mango jam, took photos and loaded them
on to my Facebook page. I made lots of money!”
Other sessions included cashless banking, mobile and digital payments, the use of apps, and the application of cultural
practices to new technologies, for example how women may be able to use apps to manage household finances. And
importantly, participants heard from the Fijian e-Safety Commissioner, Anne Dunn, and from the Fijian Women’s Crisis
Centre to discuss how they can have an on-line presence and still stay safe.
Pauline Soaki and the workshop’s technical expert, Jope Tarai, supported the participants to create their own Facebook
business pages—and will be supporting the women in the next few weeks. Sandra Bernklau, the Representative of the
UN Women Fiji MCO, awarded certificates and provided some closing words for the workshop. “You are business
women, and as business women you know how to make money. Now, with this new knowledge and your new skills you
will be able to build your businesses and create prosperity for your families – but do so safely.”

PhD Scholarships Awarded
We are extremely pleased to announce our four awardees for the College's inaugural PhD Scholarship.
The students will be co-hosted with the ANU Department of Pacific Affairs (DPA). The objective of this Award is to
provide an opportunity for international students from Pacific Island Forum countries to pursue a PhD program relevant
to one or more of the security issues raised in the 2018 Boe Declaration on Regional Security.
PhD thesis topics have a strong policy orientation, either at the regional or national level, and all four scholars have
made a significant contribution to their individual countries and our region as a whole.
Our four scholars are:

Geejay Milli, PNG
Geejay is currently a lecturer at the University of

Michael Kabuni, PNG

Papua New Guinea. Geejay's research topic is
Michael is currently a lecturer at the University of
'Women, Peace and Security in PNG: A Case
Papua New Guinea. His research
Study of Bougainville'. The research topic seeks
topic, 'Corruption and money laundering in PNG:
to understand what the contributions of women
placement, layering, and integration', relates to
were in ensuring that the Bougainville constitution
traditional security concerns in the region, and in
provided special measures to include women in
particular transnational crime. It will investigate
formal politics, what roles women continue to
cases of money laundering in PNG, and
play, in peace and security issues postcategorise each case according to typologies
referendum, and what the lessons are for the
made available by international anti-money
future of Bougainville and PNG. Noting the
laundering authorities. The research considers
valuable contributions that women make to all
how money laundering can be better understood,
areas of security, the research will also explore
and regulations strengthened.
whether PNG’s experiences have wider
applicability for Women, Peace and Security
studies further afield.

Akka Rimon, Kiribati

Kuiniselani Sandra Tago,

Akka is currently the head of the Kiribati Liasion

Samoa

Office, World Bank, and was formerly the

Kuiniselani is the Acting Regional Director,

Secretary of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and

Polynesia at the Pacific Community (SPC), and

Immigration of Kiribati. Akka's research topic is

has served as the Director of the Social

'Can labour migration provide an option for

Development Programme. Her research topic,

climate-induced displacement in Kiribati?'. This

'Security in the Pacific Region and COVID-19:

research will provide a small island perspective,

Deconstructing the Relevance of the Boe

exploring the link between climate change and

Declaration and Regional Security Post COVID-

labour migration in Kiribati as a long-term option

19' will blend Samoan and conventional research

for climate induced displacement. It analyses two

methods, with a commitment to rigorous analysis.

migration schemes, namely the New Zealand

Her thesis will seek to examine how regional

Pacific Access Category (PAC)and the Australian

security issues and priorities have evolved since

Pacific Labour Scheme (PLS).

the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Reporting on Trends in Pacific Security
Here are some of the College's most popular written pieces from the final quarter of 2020:

Securing Vaccine Access in the Pacific by PSC Senior Adviser and public health epidemiologist Dr Nick
Thompson, Pacific Fellow Dr Henry Ivarature and Research Officer Hugh McClure
Rural Women’s Role in Pacific Fisheries by Anouk Ride, Margaret Batalofo, Chelcia Gomese and Hampus
Eriksson

PNGs Political Game of Thrones and High Stakes and Hijinks in PNG Politics by Dr Henry Ivarature in Port
Moresby

The Pacific's 2020 Trendlines by Hugh McClure
In 2021, we will continue to publish our popular COVID-19 Trendlines series, albeit fortnightly, to track the Pacific
response to this ongoing human security crisis.

Communications Update
Pacific Wayfinder
Our podcast series, "Pacific Wayfinder" was launched in November 2020. Led by Pacific voices and produced by the
College, the podcast asks how can Pacific nations stay safe and build resilience in the face of multiple challenges? Our
first three episodes 'Meet the Team', 'Pacific Lockdown' and 'Pacific Women in Security' have been uploaded.
PSC Website
PSC's website will be launched in February. It is our hope that this website will be a useful tool for the region as a home
for our blogs, podcasts, upcoming events, newsletters, training resources, educational materials and interactive tools
and a learning portal for our course alumni.

Presentations

Whose Disaster is it?
Localising Urban Resilience in
the Pacific

Joint Heads of Pacific Security

Within partnership with the University of New
South Wales, Harvard Humanitarian Initiative,

As part of a recent Australian Defence Force led

ARUP, and SEEDS India we hosted the second

Joint Heads of Pacific Security (JHOPS) meeting,

Urban Resilience Asia Pacific (URAP2)

PSC was pleased to deliver three webinars under

conference. Available free and online globally, the

the theme responding to the collective challenges

conference delivered a line up of 65 presenters

for COVID-19 – how to become better than the

from eight countries across Europe, Pacific,

sum of our parts.

North America, and Asia, drawn from 13
universities and 10 think-tanks, as well as ADB,

The three webinars discussed: Border Control in

the World Bank, international NGOs, three city

the COVID-19 Environment; Maritime Security in

municipalities, UN-Habitat and Arup.

the Pacific; and Humanitarian Assistance and
Disaster Relief (HADR) responses during the

As part of the conference, and guided by the

pandemic. The webinars included presentations

themes of Readiness, Security, and

by Dr Manu Tupou-Roosen (FFA), Mr Ulu

Transparency, PSC Director Professor Meg Keen

Bismarck Crawley (Samoa) and Mr Ioane Alama

facilitated a panel titled Whose disaster is it?

(PIDC) respectively.

Localising urban resilience in the Pacific. The

A total of 93 participants attended from various

panel included local researchers from Fiji and the

security agencies including FFA, OCO, PIFS,

Solomon Islands as well the IFRC Fijian Shelter

PIDC and government departments from

cluster lead. The research and discussions

countries across our region.

highlighted the need for approaches that are
neighbourhood focused, multi-sectoral, and

JHOPS was formed in October 2019 as a

highly participatory. You can access a recording

pathway for Pacific security practitioners to share

of the conference here: link for conference day

insights, collective experiences and challenges

one and link for conference day two

amongst our neighbours to support the safety
and security of our region.

PSC Welcomes New Staff
Program Coordinator: Kalei Billings-Dugu
We are pleased to welcome Kalei to PSC this quarter who joins
Maima Koro as one of our two Program Coordinators.
Kalei joins PSC from Fiji and is currently enrolled in the Masters of
International Relations program. Kalei has worked at various
regional organisations in the Pacific, including OCO, SPC and
USP in the fields of project management, capacity development,
and organisational governance.

Kalei is passionate about the

Pacific and looks forward to using her experience to contribute to
development in the region.

What's Ahead in the Next Quarter?
Digital Technology in Maritime Security
Following on from the College's successful collaboration with the Asia-Pacific Centre for Security Studies and Pew to
deliver a webinar on maritime security in 2020, another webinar is currently being planned for March 2021. The focus for
our next webinar will be on digital technology in maritime security.

Advancing partnerships and outcomes at
intersection of Security and Health
The College is proud to be partnering with Fiji National University to deliver a timely postgraduate course 'Advancing
partnerships and outcomes at the intersection of Security and Health in the Pacific region'.
The course aims to build the core competencies of people working across these critical and intersecting issues at the
interface of health and security.
This course is designed for both the academic and professional sectors, and its objective is to support the development
of a cohort of people across the region that are capable and committed to multi-agency, multi-sector and whole of
community partnerships in pursuit of the priorities of the Boe Declaration.

Pacific Law Enforcement Collaboration
In collaboration with many Pacific law enforcement agencies covering police, immigration and customs, PSC is
developing a tabletop exercise to strengthen cooperation between agencies to enhance regional security agency
collaboration and information sharing. This pilot exercise will be conducted in late February and early March and
delivered remotely.

Keep in touch!
We recognise the importance of regional connectivity and the need for dialogue, knowledge sharing and collaboration in
an increasingly crowded Pacific. Please keep in touch with us via email and also our new social media platforms! Please
click on the links below to catch us on Facebook, Twitter and our website.
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